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Section A: Poetry

THOMAS HARDY: Selected Poems

1 Either (a) ‘Never, I own, expected I
   That life would all be fair.’

   Discuss ways in which Hardy explores the difficulties of life in two poems.

 Or (b) Comment closely on the following poem, paying particular attention to Hardy’s poetic 
treatment of memory.

At Castle Boterel

As I drive to the junction of lane and highway,
 And the drizzle bedrenches the waggonette,
I look behind at the fading byway,
 And see on its slope, now glistening wet,
  Distinctly yet

Myself and a girlish form benighted
 In dry March weather. We climb the road
Beside a chaise. We had just alighted
 To ease the sturdy pony’s load
  When he sighed and slowed.

What we did as we climbed, and what we talked of
 Matters not much, nor to what it led, –
Something that life will not be balked of
 Without rude reason till hope is dead,
  And feeling fled.

It filled but a minute. But was there ever
 A time of such quality, since or before,
In that hill’s story? To one mind never,
 Though it has been climbed, foot-swift, foot-sore,
  By thousands more.

Primaeval rocks form the road’s steep border,
 And much have they faced there, first and last,
Of the transitory in Earth’s long order;
 But what they record in colour and cast
  Is – that we two passed.

And to me, though Time’s unflinching rigour,
 In mindless rote, has ruled from sight
The substance now, one phantom figure
 Remains on the slope, as when that night
  Saw us alight.

I look and see it there, shrinking, shrinking,
 I look back at it amid the rain
For the very last time; for my sand is sinking,
 And I shall traverse old love’s domain
  Never again.
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SEAMUS HEANEY: District and Circle

2 Either (a) ‘Sharp, well shaped from the anvil
   And ringing sweet as a bell.’

   Heaney frequently creates parallels between physical crafts and the craft of poetry. 
Discuss ways in which Heaney develops these connections in two poems.

 Or (b) Comment closely on the following extract, discussing ways in which Heaney 
describes the Tollund Man.

My heavy head. Bronze-buffed. Ear to the ground.
My eye at turf level. Its snailskin lid.
My cushioned cheek and brow. My phantom hand
And arm and leg and shoulder that felt pillowed
As fleshily as when the bog pith weighed
To mould me to itself and it to me
Between when I was buried and unburied.
Between what happened and was meant to be.
On show for years while all that lay in wait
Still waited. Disembodied. Far renowned.
Faith placed in me, me faithless as a stone
The harrow turned up when the crop was sown.
Out in the Danish night I’d hear soft wind
And remember moony water in a rut.

 from The Tollund Man in Springtime
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Songs of Ourselves

3 Either (a) Discuss ways in which poets express protest in two poems from your selection.

 Or (b) Comment closely on ways in which the writer presents responses to loss in the 
following poem.

One Art

The art of losing isn’t hard to master;
so many things seem filled with the intent
to be lost that their loss is no disaster.

Lose something every day. Accept the fluster
of lost door keys, the hour badly spent.
The art of losing isn’t hard to master.

Then practice losing farther, losing faster:
places, and names, and where it was you meant
to travel. None of these will bring disaster.

I lost my mother’s watch. And look! my last, or
next-to-last, of three loved houses went.
The art of losing isn’t hard to master.

I lost two cities, lovely ones. And, vaster,
some realms I owned, two rivers, a continent.
I miss them, but it wasn’t a disaster.

– Even losing you (the joking voice, a gesture
I love) I shan’t have lied. It’s evident
the art of losing’s not too hard to master
though it may look like (Write it!) like disaster.

 Elizabeth Bishop
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Section B: Prose

CHIMAMANDA NGOZI ADICHIE: Half of a Yellow Sun

4 Either (a) ‘“Abu m onye Biafra,” Richard said.
   The man laughed… “Eh, a white man who is saying that he is a Biafran!”’

   Discuss the role and significance of Richard in the novel.
   
 Or (b) Comment closely on the following passage, paying particular attention to ways in 

which it presents the effects of war on individuals.

‘Let’s go!’ Ugwu called out, wiping his bloodied hands on his trousers.
The others thumped him on the back and called him ‘Target Destroyer!’ as they 

trooped to headquarters to hand in their cables. ‘You learn this from that book you 
read?’ they teased. Success hauled him up above the ground. He floated through 
the following days as they played Biafran whot and drank gin and waited for the 
next operation. He lay face up on the ground while High-Tech rolled up some wee-
wee, the leaves crisply dried, in old paper and they smoked together. He preferred 
Mars cigarettes; the wee-wee made him feel disjointed, created a thin slice of 
space between his legs and hips. They didn’t bother to hide their smoking because 
the commander was happy and the news was hope-filled now that Biafra had 
recaptured Owerri from the vandals. Rules relaxed; they could go out to the bar near 
the expressway.

‘It’s a long walk,’ somebody said, and High-Tech laughed and said, ‘We will 
commandeer a car, of course.’

When High-Tech laughed, Ugwu remembered he was a child. Only thirteen. 
Among nine men he looked incongruously small, Ugwu thought, as they walked 
along. The sound of rubber slippers echoed on the silent road. Two of them were 
barefoot. They waited awhile before a dusty Volkswagen Beetle drove towards them 
and then spread across the road and blocked it. The car stopped, and a few of them 
banged on the bonnet.

‘Get out! Bloody civilians!’
The man who was driving looked stern, as if determined to show that he could 

not be intimidated. Beside him, his wife began to cry and plead. ‘Please, we are 
going to look for our son.’

A soldier was violently hitting the bonnet of the car. ‘We need this for an 
operation!’

‘Please, please, we are going to look for our son. They told us he was seen in 
the refugee camp.’ The woman stared at High-Tech for a while, her brows furrowed. 
Perhaps she thought he might be her son.

‘We are dying for you and you are here driving a pleasure car?’ a soldier asked, 
pulling her out of the car. Her husband climbed out himself, but still stood by the car. 
His fist was tight with the key inside.

‘This is wrong, officers. You have no right to take this car. I have my pass. I am 
working for our government.’

One of the soldiers slapped him. The man staggered and the soldier slapped 
him again and again and again and he crashed to the ground and the key slipped 
out of his hand.

‘It is enough!’ Ugwu said.
Another soldier touched the man’s neck and wrist to make sure he was 

breathing. The wife was bent over her husband as the soldiers squashed into the car 
and drove to the bar.

 Chapter 29
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E.M. FORSTER: A Passage to India

5 Either (a) ‘Courtesy, by all means. Intimacy – never, never… if there has been mutual respect 
and esteem, it is because both peoples kept to this simple rule.’

   Discuss Forster’s presentation of the relationships between the English and the 
Indians in the light of this comment.

 Or (b) Comment closely on the following passage, discussing ways in which Forster 
presents the festival and Aziz’s response to it.

All culminated in the dance of the milkmaidens before Krishna, and in the still 
greater dance of Krishna before the milkmaidens, when the music and the musicians 
swirled through the dark blue robes of the actors into their tinsel crowns, and all 
became one. The Rajah and his guests would then forget that this was a dramatic 
performance, and would worship the actors. Nothing of the sort could occur today, 
because death interrupts. It interrupted less here than in Europe, its pathos was less 
poignant, its irony less cruel. There were two claimants to the throne, unfortunately, 
who were in the palace now and suspected what had happened, yet they made no 
trouble, because religion is a living force to the Hindus, and can at certain moments 
fling down everything that is petty and temporary in their natures. The festival flowed 
on, wild and sincere, and all men loved each other, and avoided by instinct whatever 
could cause inconvenience or pain.

Aziz could not understand this, any more than an average Christian could. He 
was puzzled that Mau should suddenly be purged from suspicion and self-seeking. 
Although he was an outsider, and excluded from their rites, they were always 
particularly charming to him at this time; he and his household received small 
courtesies and presents, just because he was outside. He had nothing to do all day, 
except to send the embrocation over to the Guest House, and towards sunset he 
remembered it, and looked round his house for a local palliative, for the dispensary 
was shut. He found a tin of ointment belonging to Mohammed Latif, who was 
unwilling it should be removed, for magic words had been spoken over it while it was 
being boiled down, but Aziz promised that he would bring it back after application to 
the stings; he wanted an excuse for a ride.

The procession was beginning to form as he passed the palace. A large crowd 
watched the loading of the State palanquin, the prow of which protruded in the form 
of a silver dragon’s head through the lofty half-opened door. Gods, big and little, 
were getting aboard. He averted his eyes, for he never knew how much he was 
supposed to see, and nearly collided with the Minister of Education. ‘Ah, you might 
make me late’ – meaning that the touch of a non-Hindu would necessitate another 
bath; the words were spoken without moral heat. ‘Sorry,’ said Aziz. The other smiled, 
and again mentioned the Guest House party, and, when he heard that Fielding’s 
wife was not Miss Quested, after all, remarked: ‘Ah, no, he married the sister of Mr 
Heaslop. Ah, exactly, I have known that for over a year’ – also without heat. ‘Why 
did you not tell me? Your silence plunged me into a pretty pickle.’ Godbole, who had 
never been known to tell anyone anything, smiled again, and said in deprecating 
tones: ‘Never be angry with me. I am, as far as my limitations permit, your true 
friend; besides, it is my holy festival.’ Aziz always felt like a baby in that strange 
presence, a baby who unexpectedly receives a toy. He smiled also, and turned his 
horse into a lane, for the crush increased. The Sweepers’ Band was arriving. Playing 
on sieves and other emblems of their profession, they marched straight at the gate 
of the palace with the air of a victorious army. All other music was silent, for this was 
ritually the moment of the Despised and Rejected; the God could not issue from 
His temple until the unclean sweepers played their tune, they were the spot of filth 
without which the spirit cannot cohere. For an instant the scene was magnificent.
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The doors were thrown open, and the whole court was seen inside, barefoot and 
dressed in white robes; in the fairway stood the Ark of the Lord, covered with cloth 
of gold and flanked by peacock fans and by stiff circular banners of crimson. It was 
full to the brim with statuettes and flowers. As it rose from the earth on the shoulders 
of its bearers, the friendly sun of the monsoons shone forth and flooded the world 
with colour, so that the yellow tigers painted on the palace walls seemed to spring, 
and pink and gray skeins of cloud to link up the upper sky. The palanquin moved … 
The lane was full of State elephants, who would follow it, their howdahs empty out 
of humility. Aziz did not pay attention to these sanctities, for they had no connection 
with his own; he felt bored, slightly cynical, like his own dear Emperor Babur, who 
came down from the north and found in Hindustan no good fruit, no fresh water or 
witty conversation, not even a friend.

 Chapter 36
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Stories of Ourselves

6 Either (a) ‘…waiting, waiting, for one moment of inattention, weakness, pain, to claim her for 
ever.’

   Discuss ways in which two stories from your selection treat the subject of death.

 Or (b) Comment closely on Carver’s writing in the following passage, paying particular 
attention to ways in which it explores the narrator’s state of mind.

My son wrote from New Hampshire that it was essential he go back to Europe. 
His life hung in the balance, he said. He was graduating at the end of summer 
session, but he couldn’t stand to live in America a day longer after that. This was a 
materialist society, and he simply couldn’t take it anymore. People over here, in the 
U.S., couldn’t hold a conversation unless money figured in it some way, and he was 
sick of it. He wasn’t a Yuppie, and didn’t want to become a Yuppie. That wasn’t his 
thing. He’d get out of my hair, he said, if he could just borrow enough from me, this 
one last time, to buy a ticket to Germany.

I didn’t hear anything from my former wife. I didn’t have to. We both knew how 
things stood there.

My mother wrote that she was having to do without support hose and wasn’t 
able to have her hair tinted. She’d thought this would be the year she could put some 
money back for the rainy days ahead, but it wasn’t working out that way. She could 
see it wasn’t in the cards. ‘How are you?’ she wanted to know. ‘How’s everybody 
else? I hope you’re okay.’

I put more checks in the mail. Then I held my breath and waited.
While I was waiting, I had this dream one night. Two dreams, really. I dreamt 

them on the same night. In the first dream, my dad was alive once more, and he was 
giving me a ride on his shoulders. I was this little kid, maybe five or six years old. Get 
up here, he said, and he took me by the hands and swung me onto his shoulders. 
I was high off the ground, but I wasn’t afraid. He was holding on to me. We were 
holding on to each other. Then he began to move down the sidewalk. I brought my 
hands up from his shoulders and put them around his forehead. Don’t muss my 
hair, he said. You can let go, he said, I’ve got you. You won’t fall. When he said that, 
I became aware of the strong grip of his hands around my ankles. Then I did let go. 
I turned loose and held my arms out on either side of me. I kept them out there like 
that for balance. My dad went on walking while I rode on his shoulders. I pretended 
he was an elephant. I don’t know where we were going. Maybe we were going to the 
store, or else to the park so he could push me in the swing.

I woke up then, got out of bed, and used the bathroom. It was starting to get 
light out, and it was only an hour or so until I had to get up. I thought about making 
coffee and getting dressed. But then I decided to go back to bed. I didn’t plan to 
sleep, though. I thought I’d just lie there for a while with my hands behind my neck 
and watch it turn light out and maybe think about my dad a little, since I hadn’t 
thought about him in a long time. He just wasn’t a part of my life any longer, waking 
or sleeping. Anyway, I got back in bed. But it couldn’t have been more than a minute 
before I fell asleep once more, and when I did I got into this other dream. My former 
wife was in it, though she wasn’t my former wife in the dream. She was still my wife. 
My kids were in it, too. They were little, and they were eating potato chips. In my 
dream, I thought I could smell the potato chips and hear them being eaten. We were 
on a blanket, and we were close to some water. There was a sense of satisfaction 
and well-being in the dream. Then, suddenly, I found myself in the company of some 
other people – people I didn’t know – and the next thing that happened was that I 
was kicking the window out of my son’s car and threatening his life, as I did once, a 
long time ago. He was inside the car as my shoe smashed through the glass. That’s
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when my eyes flew open, and I woke up. The alarm was going off. I reached over 
and pushed the switch and lay there for a few minutes more, my heart racing. In the 
second dream, somebody had offered me some whiskey, and I drank it. Drinking 
that whiskey was the thing that scared me. That was the worst thing that could have 
happened. That was rock bottom. Compared to that, everything else was a picnic. I 
lay there for a minute longer, trying to calm down. Then I got up.

I made coffee and sat at the kitchen table in front of the window. I pushed my 
cup back and forth in little circles on the table and began to think seriously about 
Australia again. And then, all of a sudden, I could imagine how it must have sounded 
to my family when I’d threatened them with a move to Australia. They would have 
been shocked at first, and even a little scared. Then, because they knew me, they’d 
probably started laughing. Now, thinking about their laughter, I had to laugh, too. Ha, 
ha, ha. That was exactly the sound I made there at the table – ha, ha, ha – as if I’d 
read somewhere how to laugh.

What was it I planned to do in Australia, anyway? The truth was, I wouldn’t be 
going there any more than I’d be going to Timbuktu, the moon, or the North Pole. 
Hell, I didn’t want to go to Australia. But once I understood this, once I understood I 
wouldn’t be going there – or anywhere else, for that matter – I began to feel better. 
I lit another cigarette and poured some more coffee. There wasn’t any milk for the 
coffee, but I didn’t care. I could skip having milk in my coffee for a day and it wouldn’t 
kill me. Pretty soon I packed the lunch and filled the thermos and put the thermos in 
the lunch pail. Then I went outside.

 Elephant
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